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been re-inserted. The original campaign (missions 21-44) will cause the game to crash because I need to add a workaround to
make them compatible with the new mission briefing system. Bug fixes Biofuel file added to the Technology section of the
Library To complete the game for full release, I'll be adding some missions and making them functional / better. Along with the
full release will be the expansion, ABMS, which has many major changes, and most importantly looks prettier. I'm planning to
release this as $5 paid DLC. It has all the features of SBMS plus new units, updates abilities to increase tactical use, damage
system has been redone to include the "pressure" variable vs armor, damage drop goes to 0 damage at max range with weapon
ranges vastly increased, and finally when complete it will have a different campaign. If you're wondering why I didn't make
these changes in this version, it's because they make stylistic changes which I feel make it too different from how it originally
was played. This version of SBMS will be to get feedback on the added missions so I can improve them before full release..
SBMS v1.19b15 Released : Version v1.19b15 has been released. Patch highlights are: Improved missions 21 and 22, and added
a small ending scene Fixed several game crashing bugs Unit side views finished or have a "no image" image Full game release
on the seventh of May, 2018. Thank you to everyone who played the game.. SBMS v1.19b23 Released : Version v1.19b23 has
been released. Patch highlights are: Planning Room: PAV, SL Shield, Beam Cannon fixed not updating availability when
deleting a unit. Mission 20 allied units now attack their nearest enemy at the start Major issue where deleting a unit equipped
with a PAV, SL Shield, or beam cannon would keep the number of used equipment the same, so deleting two units would
permanently set that equipment to being unavailable until you left the Planning Room. I can't believe I never finished that and
didn't notice. Or that anyone else didn't know. I also noticed in mission 20 that the allied Princeps units were just sitting there,
so I ordered them to help that poor Venator.. SBMS v1.19b16 Released : Version v1.19b16 has been released. Patch highlights
are: Mission 22 now has the proper "Rush" AI, scram and beam cannons now spread out so they don't hit each other, fixed
campaign end text not disppearing unless you restarted the game Mission 21 has the starting location moved to be out of danger
Zooming now keeps the screen centered Mission 10 ending requirements made easier Wow that new zoom looks much more
like a proper game would have.. SBMS v1.19b19 Released : Version v1.19b18 has been released. Patch highlights are: Previous
story dialogue can now be viewed in the pause menu Missile alert sound is played when Missile Towers, Berkut, and Enemy
Mine fire missiles Plasma Tower now checks for stealth before firing Fixed Remote Missiles not being a ground unit (fixes
targeting issues) Rebel Heavy Missile and Rebel Plasma Cannon now have sound effects The story dialogue button in the pause
menu is a bit hard to see, I'll change it next patch. It's left of the "Return to Mission" button. Please tell me if it's actually hard to
see.. SBMS v1.19b6 Released : Version v1.19b6 has been released. Patch highlights are: The game now starts in borderless
windowed fullscreen mode. This should fix the black screen issue for Windows 10 users. Again, please don't post negative
reviews based on a bug unless you plan to change it once the bug is fixed. If you have Windows 10, please do not use true
fullscreen mode. Starslash's Starburst ability fixed and updated. Mission 5's Seagulls have less damage on easy mode. Triarus
supply cost increased. Food supplies added to Mainbase status menu. Added key tutorials in first 2 missions. Mission briefing
arrows look better. Mission menu shows when in easy mode. Added aircraft abilities in the Aircraft section of the Library.
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